
Carefully read and understand all instructions before beginning. 

PROJECT:

MAKING A MODERN WALL HANGING

    
    

    

    

    Recommended Supplies: 
Art Bites 2×2" Canvas Boards - item #88326
SoHo Modeling Paste - item #87527
SoHo Gloss Gel - item #87523
SoHo Urban Artist Acrylic Mixing Set of 5 - item

#87887
Viewpoint 20×24" Black Foam Backing - item

#79621

Clearmount ZigZag Picture Hangers - item #49560
Beste Finest Golden Taklon Super Shader Brush

Size 8 - item #72400
Beste Finest Golden Taklon Super Shader Brush

Size 16 - item #72403

Find these items at www.jerrysartarama.com

Follow these easy steps to create an easy and inexpensive piece of modern art that is one-of-a-kind!
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Once your Art Bites are completely dry, seal them with at
least two coats of SoHo Gloss Gel, being sure to carefully
seal the edges. Let dry completely between coats.

Gather your supplies. Determine the basic design you
would like to use on each Art Bite. Virtually any repetitive
shape will create the desired effect.

STEP 1:

Using the larger brush, heavily apply the Modeling
Paste, painting the desired pattern on the Art Bite.
Several coats can be built up to achieve your desired

sculptural effect. Vary the thickness of application to create texture. Allow to dry
overnight. Be sure that Art Bites do not feel cold or damp to the touch before
next step.

Select a color palette and begin painting the Art Bites.
Vary them slightly, to create interest in the final artwork.
Be sure to paint the edges of each Art Bite for a clean,

finished look. 

Carefully trim the Foam Core Backing to measure
20×20" and experiment with placement for each Art
Bite Canvas Board. 

STEP 3:

STEP 4:

Following the directions included with the Clearmount
ZigZag Picture Hangers, carefully mount one hanger to
the back of the Foam Core Backing Board. Choose a wall

and hang your new artwork!

STEP 7:

STEP 5:

STEP 2:

Once you have finalized your layout,  apply a thick coat
of Gloss Gel to the back of each Art Bite with the large
brush, stopping just short of the edges. Carefully place

the Art Bite back into position on the Foam Core Backing, pressing gently.
Repeat with the remaining Art Bites. Allow to dry thoroughly.

STEP 6:
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